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Outline
Einstein in Oxford (1931)
The Rhodes lectures: the Oxford blackboard

The science of the blackboard
Einstein’s 1931 model of the cosmos
Relativity, astronomy and the expanding universe

The blackboard solves a riddle
Anomalies in Einstein’s 1931 model
Source of error clear on blackboard

Conclusions
Snapshot of a key moment in 20th cent. science
Disconnect between history and science?

Rhodes House, Oxford

I Einstein in Oxford (1931)
Fellowship at Christ Church College
An honorary doctorate from Oxford University

The Rhodes lectures (May 1931)
The Theory of Relativity: The Cosmological Problem
Latest Developments of the Theory (UFT)

Contemporaneous records of lectures
The Times (May 18th): Nature (127, p790)
Lectures in German (and mathematics)

The Oxford blackboard (Oxford MHS)
2nd lecture (well-known exhibit: postcard, mousepad, wiki)
Labelled as“unpublished work”

DSc 23rd May 1931
2nd Rhodes lecture
16th May 1931

Einstein’s view of Oxford
Mixed reaction (travel diary)
Disliked cold college rooms
Disliked formal college dinners, lack of women

Music
Chamber music with the Deneke family
Regular string quartet with Marie Soldat

Philosophy
Enjoyable discussions with philosophers
Nature of space-time

Physics
Enjoyed 2nd Rhodes lecture but disliked blackboard ‘fuss’

II

The science of the blackboard

Blackboard = Einstein’s cosmic model of 1931
Snapshot of key moment in 20th cent. science

Relativity and the universe
The field equations of general relativity (1916)
Solution for the case of the universe?
Ultimate test for new theory of gravitation

Assumptions
Uniform, static distribution of matter
Closed spatial curvature
Price: the cosmological constant λ

The Einstein World (1917)
Static universe of spherical geometry
Cosmic radius determined by matter density ρ

The Einstein World

The expanding universe (theory)
Alexander Friedman (1922)
Allow time-varying solutions for the cosmos
Two differential equations for cosmic radius R

Alexander Friedman
(1888 -1925)

Evolving universe
Time-varying radius and density of matter
Distrusted by Einstein

Georges Lemaître (1927)
Relativistic universe of expanding radius
Agreement with emerging astronomical data
Also rejected by Einstein

“Vôtre physique est abominable”

Georges Lemaître
(1894-1966)

The watershed
Hubble’s law (1929)
A linear redshift/distance relation for the galaxies
h = 500 kms-1Mpc-1

Evidence of cosmic expansion?
RAS meeting (1930): Eddington, de Sitter

Friedman-Lemaître models circulated
Time-varying radius and density of matter

Einstein apprised
Sojourn at Cambridge (June 1930)
Sojourn at Caltech (Spring 1931)

Edwin Hubble (1889-1953)

The new cosmology (1930 -)
 Eddington (1930, 31)
On the instability of the Einstein universe
Expansion caused by condensation?

 Tolman (1930, 31)
On the behaviour of non-static models
Expansion caused by annihilation of matter ?

 de Sitter (1930, 31)
Further remarks on the expanding universe
Expanding universes of every flavour

 Einstein (1931, 32)
Friedman-Einstein model k =1, λ = 0
Einstein-de Sitter model k = 0, λ = 0

Models of the expanding cosmos

Einstein’s cosmic model of 1931
Einstein’s first dynamic model of the cosmos
Based on Friedman’s model (1922)

Set cosmic constant to zero
Unsatisfactory and redundant

Use Hubble to extract parameters
Cosmic radius R ~ 108 LY
Density of matter ρ ~ 10-26 g/cm3
Timespan of expansion: 1010 yr

Pragmatic cosmology
Comparison with astronomy
Timespan problematic

Define

III The blackboard solves a riddle
Einstein’s 1931 model revisited (English transl.)
O’Raifeartaigh and McCann EPJ(H) Feb 2014

Not a cyclic model
“Model fails at P = 0”: contrary to what is often stated
Anomalies in calculations of cosmic parameters
R ~ 108 light-years: should be 109 lyr
ρ ~ 10-26 g/cm3 :
should be 10-28 g/cm3
t ~ 1010 years:
should be 109 yr

Error not clear in paper
Oxford blackboard: error in Hubble constant
D2~10-53 cm-2
: should be 10-55 cm-2

h = 500 kms-1Mpc-1

The blackboard through new eyes
Analysis from Einstein’s 1931 cosmic model
L1. Equate Hubble graph to expanding radius

Integrate Friedman equations with cc = 0
L2: From 1st Friedman equation with cc = 0
L3: From 2nd Friedman equation with cc = 0

Extract estimates for cosmic parameters
using Hubble constant
L5: Density of matter:
ρ ~ 10-26 g/cm3
L6: Radius of universe:
P ~ 108 light-years
L7: Timespan of expansion: t ~ 1010 (1011 ) year
L4: numerical error!

Conclusions
Interesting historical artefact
Well-known exhibit at Oxford MHS

Important historical artefact
Snapshot of key moment in 20th century science

Useful historical artefact
Solves puzzle assoc. with 1931 model
Disconnect between history and science?
Science should not be incidental in HoS

On refereeing
Significant error in Einstein’s 1931 model
Confirmed by blackboard
Flawed estimates (timescale error significant)

Why was the error overlooked?
Journal not refereed (Proc. Roy. Pruss. Acad. of Sci.)
Einstein’s reaction to Phys. Rev. (1934)

Error repeated in 1933 review
‘Sur la structure cosmologique de l’espace’

Correct estimates in 1945 review
Previous papers uncorrected

